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Ashok Kumar Singh appointed Secretary of NCST
Ashok Kumar Singh, Lok Sabha Secretariat assumed charge as Secretary,
National Commission for Scheduled Tribes (NCST). NCST is empowered to
investigate and monitor matters relating to safeguards provided for STs under
the Constitution or under other laws or under Govt. order.
Sri Lankan PM Rajapaksa Resigned
In Sri Lanka, Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa resigned to pave the way for
the formation of new government under ousted Prime Minister Ranil
Wickremsinghe. Earlier, the Supreme Court had refused to vacate interim order
of lower court restraining Rajapaksa and his Cabinet from functioning.
Australia recognizes west Jerusalem as capital of Israel
Australia became one of the few countries to formally recognize West
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel however it will not move its embassy from Tel
Aviv until a peace settlement is reached. Both Israel and the Palestinians claim
Jerusalem as their Capital and this despite is not resolved yet. USA under the
leadership of Donald Trump already recognized the disputed city as the Capital
of Israel.
Punjab Assembly passed resolution to seek 33% reservation for women in
Parliament
Punjab Legislative Assembly unanimously passed a resolution for seeking 30%
reservation for women in Parliament and State legislative assembly. The
resolution was moved by Chief Minister Captain Amarinder Singh, urging the
Centre to enact it. The bill would ensure the representation of men and women
equally in national electoral process.
ISRO to launch communication satellite GSAT-7A
India will launch its latest communication satellite, GSAT-7A aboard
Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV-F11) on December 19, 2018
from Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh. The GSLVF11 is ISRO's fourth generation launch vehicle with three stages. The launch
vehicle, which is in its 13th flight, will inject GSAT-7A into a Geosynchronous
Transfer Orbit (GTO).

Belgium wins Hockey World Cup 2018 Title
Belgium Hockey team won their first ever Word cup title on 16th December
2018 after they defeated The Netherlands in sudden death. Belgium, which also
won a silver medal in Rio Olympics 2016, made history by beating the
opponents by 3-2 in the penalty shoot-out after finals ended without any goal.

